The authors wish to present a simple method which is useful over the entire range of arguments. The method is based on a Taylor's expansion of the slowly varying exponential product function, -ex Ei (-x). An interpolation formula is obtained by which this function may be computed from a table value, -e1' Ei ( -xo) ; then -Ei ( -x) is obtained upon dividing by the exponential. The accuracy of the result is limited only by the accuracy of the table value and that of the computed exponential. The positive exponential integral g'"ix) = g"ix) -2!x-3 g-(x) = g'"(x) +3!x-<.
One may show by induction that to 8 figures requires 6 or fewer terms. The spacing of the arguments in the accompanying table is such that this condition is fulfilled over most of the range 2.5 < x < 80.
To prevent loss of figures, x -x0 should be negative for computing -e1 Ei (-x) and positive for computing e~x Ei (x). The accompanying table of -ex Ei (-x) was computed starting with the value for x = 80, where -e1 Ei (-x) was computed using the asymptotic expansion; each computed value became the 7o for the next lower argument.
The table of e~~x Ei (x) was computed going up from the value of the function for x = 0.2, where Ei (x) was computed using the usual MacLaurins series, then multiplied by e~x to obtain the product function. All calculations were made on an IBM 650 computer using double precision, floating point arithmetic. 
